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INIRODUC1J.1ION 
Recently,1 an algorithm r~s been derived for the explicit 
determination of an induced SL Ctv2., R) Lie invariance transformation 
group for a completely integrable 2n - dimensional dynamical system 
defined on ~'1l'\. from that !mown for a free particle system tvith 
2 n degrees of freedom. In particular, the universal transitive Lie 
invariance transformation group for both the isotropic harmonic 
oscillator3 and the anharmonic oscillator4 (quartic potential) has 
been obtained by this algorithm. Further, 5 it has been shown in 
theory and by example that a corrplete set of functionally independent 
constants of motion corresponds to an abelian subalgebra of the 
induced SL (n+l, R) group. 
In this work, prepa.."'ations necessary to apply this algorithm 
to the 3-dimensional classical Kepler problem have been made. A 
brief explanation of the algorithm and its relation to the Kepler 
problem is given in Chapter I. 
The preparations including the identification of a suitable 
parar.:etric form unifying the solution completely and simply are given 
in subsequent chapters .and Appendix I. They are followed in Appendix 
II by a paper6 containing the actual application involving the exten-
sion of the algorithm to arbitrarily reparameterized systems. 
We should mention that only conservative Hamiltonian 
systems are treated in this thesis. 
iv 
CHAPTER I: The Induced Group Structtme Algo:r>ithm 
And The Classical Kepler P:r>oblem 
The induced group structure. algo:r>ithm involves an 
application of another algorithm called the global lineari-
zation algorithm? The whole p:r>ocedure 1-Jhen applied to t1110 
completely integrable Hamiltonian dynamical systems with a 
common Cartan state space is briefly desc:r>ibed in the 
following. 
Suppose that sys~ems A and B are described by the 
autonomous first order ordinary differential equations 
and 
I . . . "'t 
) 
I . . . *"-
' 
with unique global solutions 
-x,~ -- rr ~ c x40 I ~ 0 j t) 





)C. ::: ... 
1- ~ 
where n is the number of spatial dimensions. It is well 
knmm from the theory of the local integrability of systems 
of first-order autonomous ordinary differential equations8 
that when the conditions of local existence and uniqueness 
are satisfied, the group property of transformations follows 
immediately from the uniC.1.ueness of the solution. 9 Then, 
because of the group property, we can write 
and 
~~0 =- n ~ .e ""~, r~ ; -t) 
r .. o .,. r: c >t u r· j ~ t ) 
Xw= f2~ (X~,P,;~t) 
P ~.o = r ~ tx L , ri. j ~ t) 
I - 5" 
1- b 
2 
By interpreting the initial condition pairs ( X.'-01 p~,.tJ ) 
and <X~01 Pt-O> as constant canonical VB.riables and equating 
them using (1-5) and (1-6), there exists a. 1-1 onto trans-
for.mation of the corresponding world lines in the common 





)(~,.a~(n~ (X,~Pt.>-t),r,~~(x.Jtj-t); t) 
f~=r.A(fl~ (x. Pt· -t) r;erx. q .-t) ·t) 1- 7 
l '- lJ ) j \. \ tll~) ) 
. . 
or inversely 
XL= .(1 ~ ( .Q ~ ( x,) PL i -t) I rt (x. I r•; -t); t) 
pi.-; r~(n~(Xt,fi.; -.Jc), f"7A (Xi.,p~;-t); t) t-g 
Since we have found a corrm::m point in the comnon Cartan space, 
and since one and only one trajectory for each system may pass 
through any such point, we have been able by means of the group 
property to pass from any poli1t on one trajectory to any point 





,..,. .. dcl~ 
t t 
Figure 1 Figure 2 
Figure two sh:n-ri.ng the relationship between a trajectory of a 
bound Keplerian orbit and a free particle explains the name 




Having obtained the transformation (1-7) in the above 
marmer, we need only to apply it to the Lie group transformations 
of A to yield the group transformations of B since in essence 
the group transformations of a system are equivalent to its 
solution. 
vle should note here that this algorithm can and must 
be extended (see Appendix II) to handle transformations between 
,, 
systems with different parameterization. 
In our case, we will find the transformation 1-7 
between the 3 dimensional classical Kepler problem and the free 
particle, and apply it in the induced gr>oup structure algorithn 
to find the induced SL (5R) transitive 211 parameter Lie invariance 
transfonnation ~~oup. 
The 3 dimensional classical Kepler problem is an 
excellent non-trivial example to demonstrate the universal 
applicability of the induced group structure algorithm. This 
is because the Kepler problem 
1. has a non-linear solution which brings out the 
global linearization aspect of the algorithm. 
2. has a solution which cannot be written in closed 
· form in terms of the usual time parameterization. 
3. has a diverse spectrum of solutions: bounded or 
unbotmded, rectilinear or non-rectilinear. 
4. has a solution that due to 2 and 3 must be repara-
meterized to be unified. This 4th point brings 
out the algorithm's ability to handle arbitrary 
4 
parameterization. 
~he special significance of point 3 is that with this 
algorithm it is possible to consider transformations from one 
type of orbit to another including rectilinear cases. Althoup-)1 
the Kepler problem has received much attention from a group 
theoretical standpoint from Bacry,ll Gyorgil2 and Sumi,l3 to 
mention a few, these previous treatments dealt with each type 
of orbit separately. Also the parameterization previously used 
necessarily excluded certain types of motion as we shall see. 
Perhaps the real significance here will become rrore apparent 
when the classical result is carried over into quantum mechanics. 
T'ne advantages of employing this algorithm over other 
group theoretic treatments is in its universality and simplicity. 
Solving Lie determining equations to yield the group is often a 
tedious and difficult task. 
Our first step, then, is to find a general solution 
to the Kepler problem which is in a suitable form for the use 
of the global linearization algorithm. In so doing we will 
subsequently obtain useful reJ.ationships required in the future 
analysis of the group. We should keep in mind that a suitably 
parruneterized solution must 
1. be unique and complete; 
2. be simply and uniformly unified; 
3. be in Cartesian coordinate phase space for our 
case. 
5 
CHAPTER II: The r(6), t(e) Parameterication 
Before proceeding with our preparation, we should 
mention that Newton14 first solved the Kepler problem some-
time in the twenty years between 1666 and 1686. Even in the 
very earliest treatments15 of this problem by Newton and 
Wren among others, intricate geometrical constructions 
involving different parameterizations were made to deal with 
its uninvertibility in closed form. 
The form r(6), t(S) for the 2 dimensional problem 
with the greatest amount of geometrical simplicity seen in 
16 many texts 
r : 
today is 
).. ~/c. 2...-l 
I -t £c:.os(6~ac.) 
and ~ a--\. 
t-t =.1.3 ( ' ~r-E.~s\M.(e-«t)~s~'~~~ce-~.)) ~ ... <2 ... 
Q C l-E,?../ 1-t-e.,os(e-~ \l+E.~os(9""9()J 
a .. c<. 
where C = GM)O is the force constant where G is the universal 0 
gravitational constant and M is the central mass fixed at the 
origin, ~is the angular momentwn of the particle in the 
field divided by its mass, r and e are polar coodinates, E. is 
the eccentricity, ando(. is a constant which determines the 
orientation of a conic solution curve with the polar axis. 
Let us first take the r (9) equation 2-1 and verify 
6 
7 
* that if we set the standard ranges foro<. ru1d E:. as 0 .S. c<,.( 2..'1'\' 
andO,SE:.~oo :respectively, we count all possible solutions once. 
To do this in a mrutner which is geometrically clear, we will 
17 . 
introduce the unnormalized Hamilton-Runge-Lenz vector 
referred to by Hamilton as the "eccentricity vector. 11 We 
. 18 
write this vector actually first discovered by Laplace as 
-- - vXL - -6 = r r c.. 
where \i is the velocity vector. We can show that 2-3 is 
19 
associated with 2-1 in the following manner. 
- -First we take the dot product of~ with~ and solve -f'or E 1 the magni to. de of G and obtain 
E.=-~ (1-£..) 
CO$¥' C.\"" 
Then, because from 2-1 where e~o, t-~ 0, ~'l.~O , c;.)O, 
we can see that r minimwn ( r,...,") occurs whenever e =« , we 
have 
-
Next, we use 2-4 evaluated at t""I'W\,n to establish that 
¥rn,n, the angle between rmu' and e_ is 1l" 
c.os~.~-= ~ - -..L (J- ~.,_ ) - I 
~ cr .... ,~ 
~ 
~W\, .... = 4\ 
" "i"This particular choice of ranges requires that 
rectD.ines.r motion reflects off the force center. See 
AppendL"'t I • 
e = I (!::_ - ') 
cos ce-oe.) rc.. 
which is equation 2-1 solved for E. • The geometrical 




Having established this relationship between 2-1 and 
2-3, we will now proceed to establish that the ranges 0~ e 
and o~~><.tr for e and ll\ allow all possible trajectories to 
be counted once. Since ~'n occurs when e = ~, let us 
choosee( = 0 and line up all the minimums of all the 
different types of solutions along9 = o. 
For solutions with .Q_ 1:0 , E. )0 corresponds to hyper•o 
bolas, E: = 0 to parabolas and €. <. 0 to ellipses as we can 
see in Figure 4· 
,.~e=~ 
Figure 4 
For rectilinear solutions with Jl= o, it is 
convenient to express t in terms of e. , the total energy o:f 
X the system E divided by the moving particle's rmss m. Takjng 
the componen·ts of e_ from 2-3 
ec.os<><. = X. - v)! -r c, 
GS~Q(.~~ -+ Vx,~ -r- c. 
and remembering that 




--~\-/e notice that v"Jt. and V,' could be easily obtained 




one can easi y o ta1n 
10 
E. =jl ;-~ 2-11 
c"-
2-11 tells us that for t = O, 6 = 1 for all values 
ore. 
For bounded cases (c:.<.o) with both l = 0 and t~ 0 
wi thO(. = 0 ., equation 2-1 tells us that r rt\UJ( is along e = 11' ; 
employing 2-11, 
2-12 
Using equations 2-1', 2-5, 2-12: and by keeping rM~X and e. 
:f'ixed, we can construct the geometrical limiting process of 
bounded non-rectilinear orbits going into bounded rectilinear 
orbits. This is shown in Figure 5. 
Figure 5 
For thee = 0 cases where € = 1, from 2-1 we can 
immedi.ately see that ~'"' = -~: • The geometrical linli ting 
=tc. 
11 
process of these parabolic orbits going into rectilinear. 
· rra.. 
orbits withe = o,. corresponding to decreasing .JI... to zero, is 
shown in Figure 6. 
·. . I 
~ .... ! 
Figure 6 
()1.. 
For (!.)0 cases r"'"'\ is also /:::... • However, in this 
;&_(.. 
case, as in the bounded cases, E.. does not remain constant 
during the limiting process. 
In summary then, rm,"' for all J c:<.. = 0 rectilinear 
cases is 0 while riY\,l( is directed along e = 1(. 
We have now lined all the different types of orblts 
ate(= O. Since all the minimums lie along & = O, it is 
evident that by rotating from 0 to 2'Q", all possible orbits 
in the plane are counted once. ·The e = 0 circular case is 
non-redundant because~ set at zero obliterates~. 
Having demonstrated uniqueness and completeness, -v1e 
't-Jill novJ deal vlith the time equation 2-2. If we wish to 
avoid imaginary terms when 6)1, we can re"tvrite 2-2 .for 
hyperbolic cases as 




For non-rectilinear parabolic cases of the ~ = 1 . _, 
indeterminate forms in 2-2, if we expand the $~ term and 
evaluate ate =1, we have 
e-o<. 0 
For rectilinear cases, because (G·o(.) = (()-(!(.) ::: 
C> 
2-14 
constant, we must take the special case of t-t , Hhere by 
n'j\1\ 
2-11 
t - t"'u~::: c. [- E:.~s~(e .. "'.).,. stM:" • ~, s~(e.=:>)l r, 
(;'2e)~ t t£co~(e-~ \ l +E;co~(e~/j z-15 
Then we must express S"\\ (9-~) and cos (e .. o<.) in terms of 
r, €., e and c using 2-1 and 2-11 and evaluate at € ::: 1, to 
yield 
2-16 
.f'or e< 0 or equivalently 
2-17 
for- e.> 0. 
----------------------------------- --
A similar procedure involving the expansion of the 
~~\ term in 2-2 gives 
13 
3 2-18 
for thee = 0 parabolic rectilinear case. 
We notice that because we had to drop the 90-~ 
general initial conditions, equations 2-16, 2-17 and 2-18 
tell us only the time it takes for motion from the force 
center to some r. We must generalize these equations to 
take into consideration motion starting from any initial 
position r 0 with any initial velocity v0 • It can be seen 
that the time of motion from some r 0 to some general r 
depends also on the number of times the particle is reflected 
at a turning point. Note that two renections do not neces-
sarily mean that the motion has gone through a complete cycle 
for boLtnded cases. 
By much detailed analysis of different possible 
cases, t-Je can express 2-16, 17 and 18 in a general unified 
manner as 
t,. .. /' ~"r'lt. ~ '-[l- fej 1) + (i:~) l (:1 )R {:r.,,,.~; -\::r,., ... rJ 2.-l9 
where n, the number of cycles is 
with R the number of reflections off turning points, where t 1 
~(;~e. 
J.L~ 
the time for one cycle is 
2. 'it" c. 
(-le)lt 
with t and t: ... ....:..r- given by equations 2-16, 17 and 18. r"''".,,.. • "'''" o 
vie have not gone through the derivation here because 
it is evident that for our purposes, the form of these 
rectilinear cases \vhere i-Ie have lost our original parameteri-
zation and where we have had to insert n a..11d R by hand is not 
sui table. \rle should notice, however, that a sui table form 
would most probably contain the quantity i;·~ • 
CHAPIER III: The t Parameterization 
If we employ 't' , the Keplerian eccentric anomaly21 para-
meterization, our solution takes on the form r Ct), S Cf) and 
t C'f). The geometrical relationship betvreen 6 and 't' seen in 
Figure 7 can be expressed analytically as 
. 2 J.. -\ ( /T_;-r to.l\. "~'/) e = 0(. + ~o.rv \'../ T- E. ........-~ 3-1 
Figure 7 
From 3-1 we can derive the relations 
~ si~(e-cx) --
1 + E. ~os ( e - (X) 3-2 
15 
and 
cos(9-o<..) = c.os'f- e 
I - e. c:.os f 
16 
3-3 
If we apply 3-2 and 3-3 to equatj.ons 2-1 and 2-3 we 
. . 22 
can verify Landau and Lifshitzs 1 results of 
r--= i,_ [ \- E;.c.os ~] 
c.(\-~") ' 
and 
t--l:.,: ::- C-'~·Y/a. L 1\1- ~s~ll~J \:o 
. Noting from 3-2 that ~ is imaginary when e>o, we 
can write the hyperbolic forms of 3-4 and 3-5 as 
and 




E.. = 1 immediately gives us thee'/: 0 rectilinear cases. These 
are 
t_- to -=- ~Le)~[ If - s·...._lf J r =-) eQ. 2.-1(, 
fo 






for the e > 0 cases where 6-o<.-.::.'ir • 
The e = 0, e. = 1 cases f'or both~ = 0 and i:f: 0 
however, cannot be expressed in this parameterization due to 
indeterminacy. Once again using 2-1 evaluated ate= 1, and 
the identity 
we f'ind that 
/2re . ,- : V -Ll..-
1- c.c $ (e ... "'> 
I 't'C.OS (0-et) 
With this we can re-express 2-14 as 
3-12 
3-13 
1-: - -t : :!L f (1:!:s ... 1 )t + ..L (~- l '~ ] ~-lw .. 
m.c.~ 2 e1 L ~t. '/ S. J! / _, 
where we have lost our general initial conditions. Letting 
Jl in 3-14 go to zero reproduces 2-18e 
Since here again we have lost our original para-
meterization and general initial conditions, we f'ind it 
necessary to seek a new parameterization. 11he f'act that He 
have lost our initial conditions, and the f'act that 3-2 can 




could be a. suitable parameterization. 
CP.APrER IV: The® Parameterization 
In fact the parameterization suggested at the end of 
the previous chapter ms been located in an astronomy journal. 23 
In his 1965 paper, the author Goodyear uses the ® parameterization 
of 3-16' as well as the quantity ro. Fo = Oo = ')(. 0 * 0 + ~0 ~0 ... Zo Zo 
suggested at the end of Chapter II and gives a completely general 
closed-form solution for the Kepler problem in three dimensional 
cartesian coordinates. 
The author mentions that his solution is a modification 
of Karl Sturr~ff's24 generalized solution first given in 1947, 
similar to independently obtained formulas of Samuel Herrick25 
in 1960. He goes on to say that his solution is not only alge-
braicly simpler than the above mentioned forms, but also valid 
for repulsive cases as well. Although Goodyear suf,gests that his 
solution can be derived from Hegret's26 elliptic orbit formulas, 
or from Stwrpff' s work, we will show the equivalence of Goodyear's 
solution to the forms in Chapter III by using 3-16 and some amount 
of algebraic manipulation. 






where by definition 
sc. ":! c.os h. c ~ ®) 
5 1 ~~ s~~ ( ..J2.e ®) 4-3 
sl. ';\ 1e. [eoo~k(~ ®) -l J 
s) ~ fre)~'" [~~k (-v'i:e@- .J:ie ® J 
From 4-1, 2, and 3, we immediately establish that 
4-4 
·Since the Kepler problem is uniquely integrable, and 
since 4-1 can be obtained from 4-2 by a simple integration, 
we will automatically establish 4-1 1 s equivalence to the 
results in Chapters II and III by establishl.ng the equiva-
lence of 3-4 to 4.-2. Since t' in 3-4 is a group parameter, 
3-4 can be re-expressed as 
· Using equation 2-7, and equation 3-3 evaluated at 
the initial condition ro with eo corresponding to lpo, we 
obtain 




\ r~ X v-(;;! t '- -- "' " ( ..... -)"a. 1. 1.. "Z.. r.o ,,.0 ... r . v --~ ...... ,_.., r Y. lo YO -0. 4-8 
0 
and equations 2-7, 2-9 and 3-2 1 we obtain 
- CE: ~. IJ) -
- _,c..k, 1. -2e... 0 
4-9 
Substituting 4-7 and 4-9 into 4-6 yields 
r = (· .. T ie;)cos ( ~- fQ)- ~ <;!. 5 ·~('1'-~) -~ 4-lo 
-v-z:e:. 1_e-
Since by 3-16 
4-10 becomes 
t"::. r"'0 c..os!, ( .Jie ®) + ~ ~~h. (.Jfi. ®) .yre 
+ -fi_ (_c.osk(.Jze ®)- \ J 




sinh(ix) and cosx = cosh(ix). Using 4-3, 4-12 becomes 4-2, 
and we have established that 3-4 is 4-2. 
It should be mentioned that because equation 3-4 is 
completely general in the sense that it is· equal to 3-8 and 
contains the parabolic cases and rectilinear cases as shown 
in the indeterminate form derivations in Chapters II and III, 
establishing the equivalence of 3-4 with 4-2 establishes the 
generality of 4-2. Specific examples of the rectilinear 
~ = 0, r 0 = 0 cases showing the equivalence of 4-2 tvith the 
rectilinear results in Chapter II and III are later presented 
belot.J. 
22 
The 3 dimensional cartesian position and velocity 
solutions given by Goodyear are 
"' 'Xo 
• 
[~;] 1'- 'X.o • - . lj Cj .... ~0 'jo 4-13 
• Zo 
• 
~ 'Z. 'Z.o 
where 
f = \ - c.s~ rc ~::. (t--t~)- cs1 = ~S, +~Sa. 
• cj -- I - c.s~ 4-14 f - - c.sx. 
r~ 
Since the x, y, z results in 4-5 can be easily 
obtained using 4-4, and since r 2 = x 2 + y2 + z~we will show 
belm.z only the equivalence of the first equation in 4-13, 





the cartesian x coordinate form of 3-4. Again by the group 
property of f we can write 
X. " {e ( €:.- [ c.o~ ( '/'·'/' 0 c.os \f0 - S i.... ('f' ·'f.) S "'-'f'.]) 4-17 
Since by equation 4-7 
c..oslf '::.. ~ero + .!_ J 
0 -c.~ e. 




obtained from taking the time derivative of equations ~---16 




equation 4-17 can be written as 





Then, 4-19 and Lj.-26 enable us to t.vrite 4-21 s.s 
x. = t_- [ e - c:c.s ll'.] t x. r;.s, -r )_~ (cos ( \('-1\'.) -~ 
- c.l. ( E -c..os lf'o) f 1e ( C..b$ { ~-'t'o)- \ )) 4-27 
2..roe.. \ ~ 
Using 4-16 evaluated at the initial condition x 0 , and 4-11 
along with the trigonometric identities, 4--27 becomes the 
first equation in 4-13. 
Thus from this, and our previous discussion, we have 
shown that Goodyear's equations are equivalent to those 
obtained in Chapters II and III. 
The advantages of this unified solution are 
multifold. They are 
and 
1. The S~ functions are related to each other in a 
simple way, that is 
clsll - s~. cLs, - -d.,® - S'o - -
clsl cl® l~-7 ":: s, -c;lc9 
s- ® 
$3 S0 - I ' ::. s,_ = '2..e 2.e.. 4-8 
2. 4-7 of point 1 enable the velocity equations to 
be easily obtained. 
3· The rectilinear cases for general-initial 
conditions are elegantly and simply contained 
I) 
> without hand inserting any values. Converting 
equation 4-1 into the '{'J pe.re..r:1eterizs.tion in an 
intermediate step, we obtain the following 
general efo rectilinear time equation 
25 
t--to ~ (o+fe)(~)(t~/-M][~t~-[-zg-t~("V¥·J) 
(~~y-4 (-s..:'f~.j(~uJ) + s._--1 (t.J§p)) ~--9 
-t ~ (L¥~ '] ['~~']t [-~f(~t-9]LL~·)-') 
an.d 
which reduces to 2-16 or 17 for the ~~ \""'""""~ 0 J 
~ = 0 cases! 
4· For the tfo parabolic cases where 2_e = 0, 4-J. 
in general is simply 
4-10 




This indicates that the~ parameter in Landau-
Lifshi tz27 is related to q}) by the expression 
4-13 
-~~-~-----------------~- -~------- -- ------------------------
26 
For the R.. = 0 rectilinear e ::: 0 case ~~here 
r 0 = o., 4-11 and 4-12 reproduce equation 2-18. 
Thus e = 0 presents no problem in this solution. 
5. The solution is 3 dimensional. 
6. The solution is valid for repulsive cases. 
CHAPTER V: Conclusion 
From the advantages mentioned at the end of Chapter IV 
which satisfy the conditions at the end of Chapter I, we can see 
that in finding Goodyear's form, we have found an elegant compact 
solution. 
In conclusion, we have located a suitable form for use in 
the induced group structure algorithm as can be seen in Appendix II. 
We have also derived, as can be seen in Appendix I, many useful 
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SOME USEFUL RELATIONSHIPS 
Constants o~ Motion 
-x~ - J x 
"',_ c:. ----a.. \""' e. :. 
' 
Solution in the r(e), t(S) Parameterization 
·. Position Solution 
j}-/c. 
1 + e cos ce-o<) 
Velocity Solution 
v 71- ::: 7f_ ( ~ :s ;,.,._. e -1" e,: i..o.. a<) 





Useful form for ellipses ( e<.,O), (e<.,l) 
Useful form for hyperbolas (e'> 0) , (E-.) 1) 
Useful foJ.'m for parabolas ( e=O), (E; =1) 
Rectilinear (t=o) tlme solutions take on the form t(r) 
'I-D.1ere tmin is at the force center. 
Solution In The r Parameterization 
s ~ ~-=- -{t- ~":Ls ~(e-<) 
1 -T e.c.os (6-t<) 
c. OS ( e -~ =. .. c..o S \¥ ~-~ ... 
l- ~c.os f 
Position Solution 
t" =.!-a. r \ - E.C.o s ~] 
c..(l·e) L 





For E. = 1 !;o Non-rectilinear Parabolic Cases 
t- t -= ~"3 .[ (l.\"'c..- 1)-i: + ..L ('2.rc. ... \)~ ] 
~ .. ~ 2~ ~~ 3 . )._a.-
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efO 1 e.: I Rectilinear Cases ( .t~ 0) 
r = -f~ f. 1- cos'\'] " -{"~ [ 1 -cos k ( t ~)] 
e.<.o ~> o 
e 00:. 1T' + o<. 
The rectilinear time solutions become the t(r) equations above. 
Useful Relationships for the Parameterization 
G 
cos ty I . -= ~ -r I 
E..::\ c.. 
.. ~ 1\' I(;.,= -~Jr.:Ve)~ ?~~ 0~ t--f_2i ~ 
c..E:. 
S, = ~ ..s ~ ( l}'- \{-'ti) -v2e. 
{e: (cos('{J~'\'0)-1] 
Rectilinear Hotion Reflection I'roof 
\l!e will shotv that motion for the< = "tr bounded 
rectilinear case maintains a positive 7(. value throu.ghout 
a cycle. Showing reflection for one case automatically 
implies reflection for all cases. 
X. = ( 1- c_:;) 'X0 -\' ( '0 S, -to ~ S ~) X. 0 \l- - 15" 
= Xo i- '*-o~S, + ( *c<S;- C.~) S;a_ 4-- g ro 
since ~~.J.. : (x.o Xo 1' ~ ~o) l :: ~'o Xo ) ~ \ .. : 'X.o) 0 
"'- .. 11' tt..=,... ~. 11' 
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x.t., "' x., +-?to ~s. + ( x: ""- c.) s .. = x., (1 ~ x.s, -t X~ s,)- c.S2. 
since S,"' ~ ~ L.... (1\'·'t' 0 ) 1 S.._" ie ( c.os ('\'~If.)-\] 
xt .. '11' :: X. . L l +-~ '5'.:... ('I'· '!'. ) t s. { C0$l 'I'· '1'. )- I\ l ~ .s rc.<>~ ( '\'. ~) -'] 
~-a~ ,e~ /J 2et 
For E.~ 11 ('P·'l'~) is indeterminate. 
\'le will take the extreme values in the cycle, i.e. 
('f-'l'o) ~ 0 J ~ J '1r 1 3-f and see if X.) 0. 
For ('f .. 'f 0 ) -.::: 0 
~ VN ( 'V .. \f' 0 ) ~ 0 ; ee $ ( ~- 'f o) -::. l 
Thus 
-x..l = ~0 > 0 
(V .. 'fo) ~ o 
For 
L ~·l\'o) = ~ 
~h('-\-'--'l'o)=- \ ) coS(~ .. ~~)= 0 
?(.} ('\1-lfo\::x, ::. l'o [l + ~ 1 -
~ ~ . ~ 
\ 
since 
• because e<o for bounded cases, and ~0 -will by symmetry yield 
an identical result for both positive and negative values. 
For ( 't'- 'flo) : 1r 
S ~ (~-\Po)= 0; COS (l\' .. '-l'o)-= -1 
?C I ('1'-Vo)" 'lt "" X.o- ~ :/ + ~ 
sarne 
results. 
Since X.)O for these values of ( 'f.J .. tp~;~), we conclude 
that the particle must reflect. 
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1. LINEARIZATION AND AN INDUCED ll'JIVERSAL TRANSITIVE GROUP STRUCTURE -
AN EXTENSION 
Paralleling the previous development[l] [4] consider two dynamical 
systems, i.e., the following Lie equations for 2n dependent variables 
(1. 1) 
a 
dv _ a( ) I _ ax- - ~ v , v x=o - vo, ( 1 . 2) 
together with the Lie groups defined by (1.1), (1'.2) with group 
parameter x. These groups act as transformation groups in the phase 
space (u-space). In addition to these groups of transformations, 
consider the induced groups of transformations in the (x,u)-space 
reparameterized with group parameters T and ~, respectively, defined 
by the following Lie equations 
dx - = 1' dT 
du~ = ~a(u) 
dT ' 
with xj = 0, uj .= U.o, 
T=O T=O 
and 
d a o 
_v_ = ~a(v) ~ (v) 
d~ '-J 
with x I ~=o = 0, v I ~=o = v 0 • 
( 1 . 3) 
(1. 4) 
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Suppose that equations (1.1) and (1,2) are globally integrable in 
closed form in the x,~ parameterizations, respectively, and the corres-
pending global Lie groups acting in the (x,u)-space are given by 
X = Fo (uo; T) = T, T 1 
a Fa ( uo; T)' 1 ' 2n, u = a = T 1 ... ' 




X = (vo; '!') = hv ('!') '!' 2 0 { 1. 6) 
va = 
'!' F; (v0 ; ~), a = 1, ... ' 2n. · 
Equations (1.5), (1.6) permit us to establish a one-to-one 
correspondence between the solutions of (1.3) and (1.4). 
This correspondence is global and is given in terms of the '!'-parameter 
by 
(1. 7) 
1 , ... , 2n, 
with inverse 
X = h ,. (~) 
~ v 
0 (1 .8) 
where we have freely interchanged the subscripts x, ', ~ 
on both u and/or v whenever it is understood that x = ' and/or x = hv ('!'). 
0 
Note, the necessity of the development presented in this section 
stems from the well known fact that, in general, ~ = h~1 (x) does 
0 
not exist in closed form, e.g., the Kepler problem discussed in 
Section 2. 
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If one of the systems, say (1 .3), is linear while the other 
one (1.4) is nonlinear, then the map (1.7). globally linearizes (1 .4). 
Thus, in this case, the map (1.7), and its inverse (1.8), constitute 
a one-to-one linearization algorithm. 
Now, suppose that (1.3) admits a transitive invariance trans-
formation group G1 with group parameters a which can be group of Lie 
point transformations, Lie tangent transformations, or Lie-Backlund 
tangent transformations 
xl = f1 (x, u, ... ' a) ' 
(1. 9) 
ul = 4> (x' u, . a)' 1 . . . ' 
. . . . . . ' 
whose projection on (1.1) is a Lie point transformation group[5] [4]. 
The one-to-one correspondence (1 .7), (1.8) converts the invariance 
group G1 into the isomorphic group G2 admitted by equation (1.4) 
where G2 is given by 
def 




-1 ... , a ) ) ; hv 1 ( f 2 ( x , v , ... ,a))= t 2 ·(x, v, ... ; a) 
0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . ) 
the connection between x and'¥ is given by (1.6)
1
and by definition 
V 1 - V
1 I 0 - X I =0" 
Thus far, we have established the result that if one 
globally integrable 2n-dimensional system of the form (1.3) admits 
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a transitive invariance group G1, then all globally integrable sys-
tems of the same dimension of the form (1.4) admit a transitive 
invariance group isomorphic to G1. 
Further, paralleling reference[l], we take for system (1 .1) 
Hamilton's equations of motion for a free particle with mass m and 
described by 2n canonical variables (here, ~ Euclidean space degrees 
of freedom (u1 , ... , un) and then associated canonical momenta 
( n+ 1 2 n ) ) . h f u , .•• , u 1 n t e arm 
i du _ n+i -
dx - u /m , i = 1 , .•. , n, 
dun+i 
--.-- = 0 dx i=l, ... ,n. 
(1.11) 
The connection between the usual t-x-p notation and the x-u notation 
employed in equation (1.1) is x=t, u=(u1, ... , un, un+l, ... , u2n) = 
(x1, ... , xn, p1, ... , pn). The corresponding global transformation 
group is 
n+i 
i Fi i 
u . 
(uo; x) 
·o x, i 1 ' u = = uo +-=.- = 1 m 
(1.12) 
... ' n' 
i = 1, ... , n. 
For G1,equation (1.9), we take the maximal space-time Lie 
invariance transformation group admitted by a Newtonian free particle 
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system with n degrees of freedom. [6] This is a transitive SL(n+2,R) 
Lie point transformation group for the 
••. , un)- x extended to the canonical 
space-time coordinates (u 1• 
n+ 1 2n) momenta (u , ... , u and is 
explicitly realized in the form 
aoo x + a us + ao' n+l x• = OS 
an+l, x + a 
b 
+ a +1 n+l, bu n+l 0 n , 
(1.13a) 
U I i 
a. X + a. us + a; ,n+ 1 
= 10 1S (1. 13b) 
an+l, o x + a +l bu + an+l, n+l n ' 
a 
1 
. a. L + a 1 a.· L n+ ,0 1S OS n+ ,s 10 SO 
+ a 1 a. n+ , r 1 s 
+ an+l,n+l ais L . n+ 1 ,s + an+l,s a. 1 1,n+ Ls,n+l 
u ,n+i = m ' ( 1. 13c) 
an+l ,a a Loc + an+l,c aoo Leo oc 
+ a n+l ,o a o,n+l L o ,n+ 1 + an+l,n+l a Ln+ 1 ,o 00 
+ an+l ,b aoc Lbc 




Lso, = xu u = -
Lrs ur 
n+s s n+r -· u u u 
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L = un+s = - L .n+1,,s +l s,n , 
Ln+l,O = l =- L 1 o,n+ . 
and all free indices take on the values 1, ... , n·and all dummy 
indices are summed over these values. The group (1.13) is the maxi-
mal space-time invariance transformation group of (1.11) in the sense 
discussed in the previous paper[l]. 
The identification of system (1.11) with system (1 .. 1) and 
the identification of the transformation group (1.13) with the group 
G1 given by (1.9) yields for each system of the type (1.2) the 
isomorphic transitive invariance transformation group (1.10) in 
the explicit form 
s a x + a A + a . +1 x• = oo os o,n 
b 
an+l,o x + an+l ,b A + an+l,n+1 
= f 2 (x, v; a), 
v• a= 
where 
i i ( -1 ) ) x n+i ( -1 ) ) A = F2 v;-hv
0 
(x + ; F2 v;-hv0 
(x , 




+ a. A + ai,n+l lS = 
an+l,ox + an+l,bA 





Los = xAn+s - As = [ - so' 
rn+l,s = 
An+s = -Ls,n+l' 
In+l,o = 1 = -Lo,n+l' 
The results presented in this section subsume those of the 
previous paper[l], when h is the identity map. The interested reader 
is referred there for an application of these previous results, namely, 
the linearization and derivation of a transitive SL(3,R), invariance 
group structure for the one-dimensional anharmonic oscillator (quartic 
potential). 
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2. ONE-BODY KEPLERIAN PROBLEM 
An important example of a nonlinear 2n-dimensional system 
whose global solution is £!i!1. known in closed form for a reparameter-
ization of the usual time-parameterization is provided by the one-
body Keplerian problem. This well-known classical problem is posed 
as the determination of the motion of a mass m moving und~r the 
action of a central force inversely proportional to the square of 
the distance from a fixed center.[?] Here, we shall employ the con-
veniently compact form of the global solution given by Goodyear[B], 
which is a modification of the form of the solution given by Stumpff[9] 
and that given 1 ater and independently by Herrick [l O]. Its utility for 
the present application lies in the fact that it provides one form 
\t.Jhich is "valid for the circular, elliptic, parabolic, hyperbolic, 
and rectilinear orbits of the att~active force, and also for the 
hyperbolic and rectilinear orbits of the repulsive force."[S] 
Hamilton's equations of motion for the one-body Keplerian 
problem may be taken in the form 
dv i _ 3+i/ 
dx--v m, i = 1' 2, 3, 
dv3+i i 3 (2. 1) 
dx = -mgv /r , i = 1, 2, 3, 
and the "coupling" constant g is positive for an attractive force, 
negative for a repulsive force, and zero for free particle motion. 
Goodyear's parameterized general global solution ~f the 
system (2.1) with parameter~ corresponding to our (1 .6) is 
\ 
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X = rosl + 00 52 + 953' 
vi i 3+i 1 , 2, 3, = v a + v0 B, = (2.2) 0 };., 
3+' i 3+i v 1 " mv 0 0 + vo y ' 1 ' 
2, 3, 
where 
a = l-gs2/r0 , B = r osl + oos2, 
0 = -gs1/(rr0 ), y = l-gs2/r 






e = 3+i vo v~+i/(2m
2 ) - g/r 
0 
r = roso + oosl + gs2' 
and 
so = cosh lle '!', 
sl· d cosh 12e 'l')/(2e), (-·-d'l' 
$2 = (s0 -l )/ (2e), 
s = 3 ( sl - 'l')/(2e). 
(All repeated indices are to be summed over the values 1, 2, 3.) 
The interested reader is referred to Goodyear's paper[S] for the ex-
plicit connection between the parameter 'i' and Kepler's eccentric 
anomaly. 
Now, the substitution of (2.2) into the induced group algorithm 
(1.14) yields for each value of g a 24·parameter transitive transforma-
tion group for the one-body Keplerian problem. This group is isomorphic 
to SL(5R). Note that in the process of obtaining this invariance group, 
we have made use of (1.7), (1.8) which, because we have identified 
(1.11) with (1.5) constitutes a global linearization of (2.2). 
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3. COMMENTS 
The results presented here for the Kepler problem offer the 
possibility of expressing exactly or approximately various perturbing 
forces as actions of various combinations of the tangent vectors of 
the transitive SL(5,R) transformation group structure given in Sec-
tion 2. This would be interesting not only from the usual point of 
the 
view ofstability of a given orbit, but from the point of view of 
the stability of the type of orbit (elliptic, parabolic, etc), since 
some tangent vectors when exponentiated do not change the type of 
conic section while others do change the type. 
In this regard, there is also the interesting possibility 
of group theoreticaljyanalyzing perturbed free motion by "switching 
on" the coupling constant gin (2.1) which can be regarded as a con-
tinuous parameter because of the nature of the solution (2.2). 
We would also like to point out that the Kepler problem 
corresponding to an attractive force provides a nontrivial model 
for the investigation of the group theoretical detection of the sim-
ultaneous presence of periodic and non periodic solutions. This 
would be based on an approach emphasized by Wu lfman and ~Jybourne [11] 
namely, that the presence of periodic (nonperiodic) solutions for a 
given dynamical system can be detected by the compact (noncompact) 
character of the time translation Lie operator as registered by its 
commutation relations within an algebra admitted by that dynamical 
system. The particular elaboration[ 121 of this approach that we have 
in mind here centers on a demonstration that the time translation Lie 
operator corresponds to a different member of a given invariance algebra 
for each distinctive range of the essential parameter(s) (e.g., the 
positive and negative energy ranges in the case of the attractive 
force for the Kepler problem). 
We conclude this paper by pointing out that the 1-l onto 
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maps given by equation (2.6b) in our previous paper[l] and equation 
(1.7) in this paper reduce to rectifying diffeomorphisms in the sense 
of the so-called flow box or rectification theorem for autonomous 
systems[ 131 with the choice 
for (1. 1) and the restriction to projections on sufficiently small. 
neighborhoods of phase space where wa(v) r 0. 
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